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0. Starving: Since Saturday,
Steve was starving for some
sizzling steak and spicy soup for
supper..
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1.Exhausted: Emily is extremely
exhausted every evening after
exercise events.
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2.Hungry: Hilarious hungry
Hank had a hundred hamster
hamburgers!
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3.Superb: Surprisingly, Saki is
superb at skiing in the snow on
the slippery ski slope in the sky.
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4.Exquisite: Eric makes
enormous, exquisite eggs for
everyone on Easter Eve.
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5.Tiny: After Teatime on
Tuesday, in a tantrum, terrible
Tom tore Tina's tiny T-shirt in
two twice.
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6. Filthy: Farmer Fred fed his
furious friend Fay fruit and
French fries with his four filthy
fingers.
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7.Devastating: It was
devastating to Daisy that
Donald the dirty duck didn't do
the day's dirty dishes, cuz Daisy
had to do it.
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8.Jubilant: Jubilant Judy jumps
for joy in a gigantic jug of jiggly
jelly in her joyful dreams.
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9.Gorgeous: George's gorge in
Georgia is gorgeous.
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